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Local guides: Enrique Castillo (Kike)- Pantanal and Martin Lopez (Iguazu Ornithological guide)  

Days 1/2 Saturday 1st / Sunday 2nd October 

We flew overnight from London to Sao Paulo and took a morning flight to Cuiaba, the capital of the Mato 

Grosso State. On arrival, our group of nine met our guide Enrique Castillo (Kike) and we all boarded a minibus. 

After lunch at a nearby restaurant, we drove to Pocone where we left the urban area and tarmac road behind and 

headed for the Transpantaneira, a rough track that penetrates deep into the Pantanal which has 122 wooden 

bridges, some looking in alarmingly bad condition. A short way along the track, we changed vehicles and were 

now in a tall open-sided safari truck allowing good viewing. 

 

October is near the end of the dry season and so we encountered pools that were drying out and concentrating 

the wildlife. As we moved slowly along the track we saw a marvellous array of egrets and ibis fishing in the pools.  

Notably, there was the beautiful subtle colouring of the Whistling Heron and the deep russet of the Rufescent 

Tiger Heron, a bird we were to see on a daily basis. There was also the elegantly pink Roseate Spoonbill and 

Grey-necked Wood Rail, another common bird for the trip and very pretty. We encountered noisy flocks of 

White-eyed Parakeets in flight and Monk Parakeets 

in groups on the ground. A pair of affectionate 

macaw sat in a tree; a bird we were to see well in 

the next few days. We had our first sighting of 

Greater Rhea; a male tending a crèche of tiny 

young.      

 

Of the mammals we saw in daylight, there was a 

small group of Black-capped Capuchin monkeys 

running on the ground amongst the vegetation. 

There was a tantalising view of a Giant Anteater 

with a baby on its’ back before it disappeared into the scrub. Black Howler Monkeys were in a tree; only the 

males are black (and impressive). We were passing through different types of tropical dry forest called “cerrado” 

and our guide Kike told us that all the attractive trees and bushes were native with the exception of the 

ubiquitous mango. Early rains produced a flush of fresh green vegetation.  

 

The sun started to move behind clouds and became fiery red.  The fierce heat began to abate (but not the 

humidity). Darkness was upon us and Kike started spotlighting. In the strong torchlight we saw Common 

Pauraque, Crab-eating Racoon, Crab-eating Fox, Brazilian Rabbit, and both Red and Brown Brocket Deer.  

Finally, we reached Pouso Alegre, formerly a cattle ranch where we were staying for the next three nights. Tired 

as we were we managed the delicious buffet and a cold beer was very welcome. We even managed the 

bird/mammal list which was to become a nightly routine. 

Day 3 Monday 3rd October 

We had a 6am walk in the grounds before breakfast in the relative cool. We were in the capable hands of both 

Kike and Antonio, the driver of our safari truck and as a result, saw many birds. We had a good sight of 

Undulated Tinamou searching for food in the leaf litter. Some magnificent Toco Toucans were in trees feeding 
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off fruits: the massive orange-yellow bill and harsh calls always demanding attention whenever they were about.  

Near a group of horses were large mixed flocks of colourful Yellow-billed Cardinals on the ground, contrasting 

with the more subdued Baywings. We had excellent views of Narrow-billed Woodcreeper as it moved in and out 

of a tree hole carrying nesting material. 

 

Breakfast, was followed by another walk. We sawBlack-tailed Marmoset otherwise known as Pantanal Marmoset; 

both Mum and Dad with a baby on Dad’s back. Kike called in a Mato Grosso Antbird which afforded brief 

views as it flew fast across a clearing. Also to be seen along the 

trail was a black, almost spherical Tree Termite nest, a feature of 

the area as well as mimosa plants, cacti and bromeliads of the 

Pineapple Family. At 10am we had a short drive as the heat 

started to build and the bird activity quietened down. We saw 

Marsh Deer which proved quite a common mammal sighting for 

us in the wet areas. There was a Green-barred Woodpecker with 

its striking markings and a Chalk-browed Mockingbird seeing off 

a Chopi Blackbird. 

 

After lunch and a siesta, we set off at 3pm for another drive. Two, statuesque Jabiru were using their large, 

intimidating, black bills to probe the bottom of a pool for food. We passed a large nest in the top of a tree of 

very untidy construction occupied by three large juveniles that only a mother Jabiru could love. The base was 

also a communal nest for Monk Parakeet. We proceeded along the track a little further and found that behind us 

the sky had turned black with such intensity that it provided a dramatic backdrop for the trees in the foreground 

which glowed golden while the sun still shone on them. We returned in some haste as the black clouds dispersed 

and a wind developed. Back at the lodge we were treated to the full drama of torrential rain, thunder and 

lightening. There was further entertainment as a group of Italians arrived with a noise level almost comparable to 

that of the storm.    

Day 4 Tuesday 4th October 

The storm passed in the night and we had a 5am pre-breakfast drive. We found a group of seven Coatis in a fig 

tree and watched them descending down the trunk head first. At a large pond, four Skimmers were 

demonstrating their unique style of fishing by trailing the longer, lower mandible along the surface of the water.  

It was an impressive performance demanding great precision. There were Large-billed Terns and six Guiro 

Cuckoo preening at the top of a tree. They have communal nests and are not brood parasites like our own 

cuckoo. Crested Oropendolas were displaying on top of long dangling nests. A beautiful Capped Heron was 

beside a pond being eyed up by an almost submerged Caiman. There were vocal Yellow-rumped Caciques with 

their elongated nests over water. On returning to base, a Campo Flicker 

was perched on a cattle trough. 

 

The morning had been cool and cloudy (after the storm) but after 

breakfast, the clouds dispersed and the heat and humidity built up once 

more. At the start of our walk, Antonio found a Ferruginous Owl in a 

tree, preening and drying out after a wet night. A series of bridges took 

us over a wet area and at the first of these were Blue-black Grassquit 
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and Yellow-chinned Spinetail on the tops of tall grasses chattering to one another.  Kike called in a Barred 

Antshrike. We reached a mound and looked across to masses of egrets, their white plumage showing up amongst 

tall grasses. Here there was papyrus, a habitat requirement for Scarlet-headed Blackbird and their fiery plumage 

was very evident. Further on we found a Snail Kite midden not far from the Jabiru nest. We saw both male and 

female of the Great Antshrike and a Squirrel Cuckoo in flight showing a long tail. Kike called in the colourful 

Rufous-tailed Jacamar to bring the birds in closer and we saw a male offering a moth to a female.   

 

Lunch and siesta were followed by a 3pm drive. This time we were in an area where the trees had been cleared 

and there were many cattle. The owner of Pouso Alegre rents some his land to cattle ranchers. During the drive 

we had good views of Rusty-collared Seedeater obligingly perched on top of a dead grass stem as well as views of 

Sayaca Tanager and Campo Flicker. Upland Sandpiper were running on the ground and a Crested Caracara flew 

from a bush having caught a chick in its talons. We stopped at a pond covered in Water Hyacinth where a Tapir 

had been seen earlier. No luck, but male and female Bare-faced Curassow were doing their slow walk and a 

female Snail Kite flew in and landed in a tree. Below it, two Solitary Cacique were quarrelling over leaves which 

were needed for nest building. On the other side of our vehicle a pair of Chestnut-eared Aracari flew into a tree 

affording good close views. We enjoyed a sundowner as the evening fell and we slowly made our way back to 

base with Kike spotlighting. The frogs were calling persistently, and the crescent moon came out except that, 

being in the southern hemisphere, the crescent had slid down from the side to the bottom, more like a smile.  

We had astonishing luck with an Ocelot Mum and well-grown kitten. The torch light showed them well beside 

the track and then crossing the track and into the undergrowth on the other side. This was quite an experience 

for all of us including Kike and Antonio. A spectacular end to the day. 

Day 5 Wednesday 5th October 

We said goodbye to Pouso Alegre after an early breakfast. It had rained heavily in the night but had stopped by 

the time we set off in the safari truck for Porto Jofre. We proceeded at a faster pace than formerly and Antonio 

had many puddles to negotiate along the Transpantaneira as well as the rickety wooden bridges, with desultory 

signs of some being converted to metal ones. We started with Sunbittern and Fork-tailed Flycatcher as well as 

birds now becoming more familiar. There was a White Woodpecker on a fence and two Crab-eating Foxes 

trotting ahead of us along the track. Amongst the Marsh Deer we spotted along the way there was a male 

sporting a fine set of antlers in velvet. Kike told us that they rut in February during the wet season and the young 

are born in the dry season. There were brilliant views of Orange-backed Troupial feeding in vegetation beside a 

pond crowded with egrets, Wood Stork and Jabiru. 

 

We had a short stop at a bridge and a Black-backed Water Tyrant could be seen well in a bush. We could look 

down and see Grey-breasted and Brown-chested Martins flying below us under the bridge. At another bridge 

were good views of Grey-crested Cacholotte. We had a comfort stop at a well-appointed hotel beside the River 

Pixiain. The well-stocked feeders brought the birds crowding in; Shiny Cowbird, many Saffron Finch, Yellow-

billed Cardinal, Bayleaf, Solitary Cacique, Scaled Dove and Chestnut-eared Aracari. As we resumed our journey, 

further sightings especially at the bridges were male and female Lineated Woodpecker at a tree hole, hanging 

nests of Yellow-rumped Cacique, a large communal nest of Monk Parakeet and a good view of White-headed 

Marsh Tyrant.  Both male (black) and female (brown and white) Snail Kite were well seen, flying. A pair of aptly 

named Southern Screamers were seen with a group of Black-bellied Whistling Duck. 

We reached the River Cuiaba, a tributary of the River Paraguay, said goodbye to Antonio for now and boarded a 
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fast, open boat for our Flotel moored 15km north of Porto Jofre, arriving in time for lunch. 

 

After lunch, we had the first of the boat trips which was to become part of our routine over the next few days. 

We explored the most Jaguar-rich sections of the Cuiaba, Piquiri, and Three Brothers Rivers. Each boat 

(operating from the Flotels) was equipped with a radio so that any sightings could be relayed to other vessels and 

Jjaguar viewing was thus a shared experience amongst all hotel guests. The radio would start to crackle and our 

pilot would set off at “Jaguar speed” or as I called it 007 speed, since it reminded me of the old James Bond 

films (without the shooting). The bow of the boat lifted off and we banked at an acute angle when sharp bends 

were negotiated. We bounced over the wake of other boats as we overtook them, finally slowing down once we 

approached our destination. All engines were switched off and everyone sat in silence to reduce disturbance. 

 

Our trip started gently with views of Greater Thornbird flitting amongst exposed roots of trees. It rained on and 

off during the afternoon but this by no means dampened our spirits. Two Red-billed Scythebills were working 

their way along branches above us, their pronounced curved bills showing well. On the sandbanks were Pied 

Plover and White-rumped Sandpiper. Then came our first Jaguar sighting and we sat and watched the 

magnificent creature walking along the river bank appearing and disappearing amongst the vegetation. The 

Jaguars in the area are studied and it is possible to identify individuals by their distinctive markings. We were 

observing a two-year-old female called Ryan who eventually sat down to attend to the important business of 

preening. Elated, we returned to base for a meal followed by a talk on Giant Otters by the resident naturalist 

who also gave us the background on the Jaguars being studied and was able to identify each individual we saw 

when we returned from our daily river trips. 

Day 6 Thursday 6th October 

It was a sunny, warm day with less humidity. Our morning boat 

trip commenced at 7am and along the banks of vegetation we 

spotted Pale-vented Pigeon, Red-throated Piping Guan and the 

inevitable Anhinga. On the sandbanks were Collared Plover, 

Spotted Sandpiper, Skimmers and Yellow-billed Tern. Giant 

River Otters entertained us with their noisy communications and 

group interactions. At least one in a group would be tackling an 

enormous Cat Fish with great relish. A call came through the 

radio and off we went, storming through water plants and 

slowing only for sandbanks. Our second sighting of Jaguar turned out to be Marley, the twin brother of Ryan. It 

must have been rather a chilly, damp night for him as he was warming up by draping himself over a log 

projecting out over the river in order to catch the sun. We could not have experienced a better view in excellent 

lighting, with his back legs dangling and front paws resting on the log looking very relaxed. We had plenty of 

time to admire the power and beauty of a very beautiful member of the Cat Family. Then he slowly and carefully 

moved off the branch and back in the shade and we moved on. 

 

Our next stop was to observe a group of four Capybaras each sitting at water level in a hollowed-out part of the 

mud bank looking as if each hollow was made to measure. Every so often, positions were swapped or shared like 

some bizarre game whose rules we could only guess. Then we came to a group of Howler Monkeys consisting of 

one male (black), females and juveniles (ginger) up in the riverbank trees. Another group of Giant Otters were a 
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delight to watch as they played and then retired to their 

holt. This was a big hole in the mud bank and climbing 

up to the entrance was a messy business as it involved 

showering one another with mud as well as much 

slipping and sliding.   

 

We negotiated some of the narrow channels with 

Caiman crowding the banks where the atmosphere was 

blissfully cool and quiet, and the tropical forest 

surrounded us.  There were many White-winged and Rough-winged Swallows patrolling the rivers catching 

insects. 

 

Our afternoon boat trip began with a return to see Marley again, who was resting in the shade where we had seen 

him in the morning. We could have stayed for the next hour whilst the cat remained inactive or, without warning 

Marley could have decided to start hunting. It was impossible to predict but our group took the decision to move 

on. We did well for birds especially in the narrow channels. There was a juvenile Black-collared Hawk perched in 

a Cecropia tree with very different markings from the adult bird. A common Tody-Flycatcher was flitting 

amongst the trees and a Pale-legged Hornero running on the bank just above the water level. The eye-catching 

Rufous-tailed Jacamar was stationed on a low branch. Rusty-margined Flycatcher is so similar to the commonly 

seen Great Kiskadee that Kike had to talk us through the differences which included a much smaller bill. Two 

Black-fronted Nunbird with red bills were bathed in sun at the top of a tree and Rusty-backed Spinetail were 

seen in a dead bush. The boat was then beached on sand and the late afternoon sun glowed. We enjoyed a 

sundowner while Southern Rough-winged Swallows flew over the sand demonstrating agile flying skills. We 

returned to base as the sun set and rounded off the evening with a Capybara talk after the usual delicious buffet. 

Day 7 Friday 7th October 

We set off as usual after breakfast at 7am. There was mist on the water which quickly cleared as the heat built up 

although mercifully it was not too humid. Pied Lapwings were catching small jumping fish beside a sandy island 

near a favourite resting place for the Skimmers. We were exploring the narrow channel “Caiman Avenue” when 

a Jaguar call came through and we were off on a fast chase. We found Marley walking along the bottom of the 

riverbank with feet in the water and keeping in the shade. The size and bulk of the animal was evident when he 

climbed up the steep bank which seemed quite an effort. Then a short time was spent sitting on a shady log 

before he decided to return to the water and swim close in to the bank. It was a delight to watch the fluid motion 

as our boat glided along quietly following at a respectful distance. We were in the company of many boats, but 

silence reigned except for the clicking of cameras. Marley left the river and we could see him moving through 

thick vegetation before he finally moved further away and out of sight. 

 

There was further excitement with good views of a Yellow Anaconda lying still in the bushes close to the water.  

Our boat passed a tree of hanging nests belonging to Yellow-rumped Cacique where a number of birds were nest 

building and quarrelling. Then we had sightings of Hooded Tanager, Common Tody-Flycatcher, Unicoloured 

Blackbird and Orange-backed Troupial. Another group of otters entertained us before we responded to our fifth 

Jaguar call.  It was a female this time, called Estella and she was walking along a high bank and in the shade of 

the lush tropical vegetation typical of the area where we were.  We returned for lunch after an eventful morning. 
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Our afternoon boat trip was rather more sedate with only one 

distant view of a Jaguar. During our time in the Pantanal we 

became accustomed to the endearing Capybara. However, we 

came across a delightful family group of seven standing on a 

sandbank. The very young ones looked at us curiously, ears 

twitching. A Golden-green Woodpecker was tapping vigorously at 

the silvery bark of a tree. We followed a family of Giant Otters 

and admired their speed through the water before they climbed up 

to their holt. A Little Woodpecker was spotted just before we 

beached the boat on a bank for our sundowner and enjoyed the lovely light of the late afternoon. For our last 

night we enjoyed a film on Jaguar, appropriately enough. 

Day 8 Saturday 8th October 

We took a leisurely boat trip back to Porto Jofre and reluctantly said goodbye to landmarks we had come to 

recognise in the river system we had explored in the last few days. There were five White-rumped Sandpipers on 

the sandbar frequented by the Skimmers. Southern Lapwings were close enough to see the red claws on the edge 

of the wings at the “elbow” apparently used for fighting. Amongst the narrow channels a pair of Solitary Black 

Cacique were weaving a nest over the water. The Yellow-rumped Cacique nests were noisily active. A Crane 

Hawk, a nest robber, landed in a tree looking in the holes for food. A flock of Wood Stork flew gracefully across 

the river. We arrived at our destination where we disembarked and greeted Antonio before climbing aboard the 

safari truck. 

 

As we started our drive, a Golden Tegu Lizard minus tail crossed the track and climbed up a tree trunk. Kike 

explained that the tail would regrow but would be much shorter. We stopped where there was a dense grove of 

trees so that we could admire a Great Horned Owl roosting on a branch with wings outstretched to keep cool. 

There were also large nests of African Bees, an invasive species threatening the native bees. Continuing our 

journey, we had to stop to allow a sizeable herd of cattle move past us along the track. They were being herded 

by a few gauchos, the nomadic cowboys of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay. The gauchos were in traditional gear, 

especially the straw hat, and each carried a lasso and what appeared to a bedroll. It looked very picturesque but, 

in reality, is a tough existence. We arrived at the South Wild Pantanal Lodge for lunch. It was an attractive 

complex of linked single-storied buildings beside the River Pixaim and amongst a lovely dry open forest. There 

were two observation towers, one next to a nest of habituated Jabiru storks and the other in the denser riverine 

forest only a short distance from the Lodge.   

 

At 3pm we boarded two boats and our river trips were taken at a 

much slower pace than the ones from the Flotel where the focus was 

on Jaguar. We moved through floating carpets of Water Hyacinth, full 

of blossom. We encountered many Neotropic Cormorant perched or 

flying, and Cocoi Heron were also common. A Vine Snake slithered 

up the bank. We took a short walk to see a roosting Great Potoo high 

up in a tree. It was so well camouflaged that it looked like part of the 

branch upon which it was perched. There were also some lovely 
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groups of red/orange blossom of Amaryllis and an attractive yellow terrestrial orchid.  Back on the boat we had 

great views of the Agami Heron, with its fabulously rich and colourful plumage.  

 

 Back at the Lodge, we headed for the hide inside the reverine 

forest. Some meat had been placed on the branches 

immediately in front of the hide and we waited quietly behind 

a woven construction. It was not long before a beautiful 

Ocelot walked into the torchlight and jumped up the main 

branch for food. We were entertained for some time as it fed, 

dropped to the ground and moved along the branches 

showing off its lithe movements and striking markings. After 

our evening meal, we had a night drive and the highlight was 

an amazing view of Giant Anteater with an improbably long snout and huge bushy tail.  There was also Spot-

tailed Nightjar.  It was an exciting end to a very varied day. 

Day 9 Sunday 9th October 

An orange sunrise was followed by a hot, sunny day. There were many feeders at the lodge to entertain us. They 

were visited by Yellow-billed Cardinal, Red-crested Cardinal, Saffron Finch, Silver-beaked Tanager, Orange-

backed Troupial and Solitary Cacique among others providing a feast of colour. A 7.30am walk took us past the 

tower next to the storks and into the dense gallery forest. Sightings included Chotoy Spinetail with a long tail and 

yellow bib, Masked Gnatcatcher, Rufous Cassiornis and Fuscous Flycatcher. As well as birds there was the large 

red Pepsi Wasp, capable of paralysing a Tarantula, providing fresh food for the larvae back at the nest.  A Cicada 

was spotted on a tree trunk motionless and well camouflaged. It makes a noise by vibrating the diaphragm while 

exhaling. There were fabulous electric-blue Morphos flying through the forest at eye level. A Black-capped 

Capuchin came to check us out: it was an alpha male and his troop was further back. Further bird sightings 

included the endemic Mato Grosso Antbird: an insect-eating canopy bird and a good sighting of Squirrel 

Cuckoo. What appeared to be cotton wool covered some parts of the forest floor and Kike showed us the 

Capok seed from which it had come.  

 

Our next outing was a boat trip at 3pm. We were entertained by Black-collared Hawk and Ringed Kingfisher 

catching the fish thrown by our skipper. On reaching a bridge over the River Pixiam we saw Long-nosed Bats 

hanging above us as we motored under the arch of the bridge. We had more stunning views of the Agami Heron 

and also Sungrebe with black-and-white markings down the long, slim neck. A sundowner was enjoyed before 

returning home in a glowing orange sunset. 

 

Our meal was followed by a night drive. The highlight was views of 

a big male Tapir feeding by the fence and then crossing the track 

moving very slowly, the curious snout seen very clearly in the 

spotlight. There was another view of Great Horned Owl and the 

nocturnal Boat-billed Heron. 
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Day 10 Monday 10th October 

Once again, it was a delight to enjoy the cool of the 5am dawn around the grounds, enjoying the feeders or 

relaxing by the river bank and hearing the Howler Monkeys. There was a 7.30 boat trip for further entertainment 

and photos opportunities as the hawk and kingfisher flew in to catch the thrown fish. There were good views of 

a female Howler Monkey with baby (probably a month old) resting on a branch above us. Two Green Iguanas 

were observed on the river bank. Near the bridge, Giant River Otters were thrown fish by our skipper. A Blue-

crowned Trogon flew into a tree showing a red breast, red under-tail coverts and metallic green breast. Four 

young otter (3-4 months old) rapidly retreated to the family holt as we approached. They appeared again and 

there was much scrambling under the direction of the parents who sometimes carried the young by the neck.  

Finally, we had brilliant views of Rufous-tailed Jacamar flying out and back to a low branch showing its glowing 

colours. 

 

At lunch there were plenty of Yellow-chevroned Parakeet in the trees beside the restaurant. An American lady 

was using the lodge area as a base for a few months in order to study Capybara and she gave us a talk on Ocelot.  

From 3-7pm we enjoyed a drive. A Rusty-backed Antwren was called in cocking its dark tail while a Campo 

Flicker sat on a termite mound bathed in the late afternoon sun. A Rusty-collared Seedeater sat on a fence made 

of distinctive black and white posts. After a sundowner, we did some spotlighting and spotted another Tapir as 

well as a Pauraque Nightjar. A good end to the day before returning to the lodge for our evening meal. 

Day 11 Tuesday 11th October 

It was predictably a hot sunny day. We had another, shorter boat trip with the fish catching routines. A female 

Amazon Kingfisher was feeding young on the bank and briefly landed on our boat. We were able to focus on the 

similar looking Great Kiskadee with a long thick bill, Lesser Kiskadee with a long narrow bill and Lesser-

margined Kiskadee with a very small bill. Other sightings included a Howler Monkey and Black and White Tegu 

lizard. Then we returned to the lodge to pack and after lunch left for Ciuaba where we checked into a hotel near 

the airport and had an early night. 

Day 12 Wednesday 12th October 

We awoke to pouring rain. A minibus took us to the airport for a 2-hour flight to Sao Paulo where we had a 

rather hectic connection for our flight to Iguazu (1hr 40mins) and we were once again greeted with pouring rain. 

Our Iguazu guide Martin Lopez was waiting for us with a minibus and we crossed into Argentina without 

incident and drove onto La Cantera Lodge. Our rooms with verandahs were situated in the rainforest and 

accessed by boardwalks. The rain had stopped but it was cool; not ideal conditions for our short birding stroll 

with Martin and Kike. Yellow orchids were hanging from the trees in profusion. The birds seen were Guira 

Tanager, Scaly-headed Parrot, Red-rumped Cacique, Boat-billed Flycatcher, Piratic Flycatcher and Plumbeous 

Kite. The birds were in silhouette mostly, resting in the trees and drying out after the rains. An Ochre-collared 

Piculet was coming in and out of a nest hole in a nearby tree and we were able to see the colours of this tiny bird. 

We returned to the lodge for a meal before retiring. 

Day 13 Thursday 13th October 

There was a thunderstorm and heavy rain overnight and it was still raining at breakfast. The sun appeared by 
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mid-morning at the time we were visiting Iguazu National Park. We started off in the gardens near the red, green 

and white building that was the headquarters of the National Park. There were many lovely trees including 

Erythrina cristina with carmine-red flowers, the national flower of Argentina. As the light improved, we had 

fantastic views of Purple-throated Euphonia and Plush-crested Jay. We moved nearer to the ugly Sheraton Hotel 

which offered views of the Iguazu Falls (mostly the spray). Through the scope we had views of Maroon-bellied 

Parakeet as well as Green-billed Toucan (or Red-breasted Toucan). Red-rumped Cacique were flying around the 

bushes and a Yellow-fronted Woodpecker was busy tapping on branches and hanging upside down searching for 

insects. We ended the birding session with two particularly stunning birds; the Surucua Trogon and the Blue-

winged Parrotlet. 

 

We were then transported to the start of the Upper Trail walk for viewing the Iguazu Falls. The whole panorama 

from the Argentine side was offered before the trail took us above many of the individual falls interspersed with 

green vegetation thriving on the spray. We could see Great Dusky Swifts flying into the green areas where they 

roost. The metal catwalks demonstrated amazing engineering skills as often gravity seemed to be defied as we 

looked down on a wall of water seemingly suspended above terrifying power. The circular route was completed 

before lunch and after eating in a busy restaurant, we took the “toy” train to Garganta del Diablo (G del D). We 

enjoyed the short journey at a very slow pace on wooden seats open to the elements except for a basic roof.  

Here it was the butterflies that were outstanding: swallowtails and a red and blue insect with 88 marked on the 

underside of the wing. The brilliant orange ones were known as Julias and sulphur were Phoebes, and others 

were a stunning electric blue. After the train journey, we had a walk along catwalks that crossed the river so we 

could reach the G del D, the longest continuous curtain of falls with immense power and noise. During the walk 

White-rumped Swallows were flying low and huge Catfish could be seen swimming under the bridge. A male 

Snail Kite was sitting in a tree and we enjoyed the acrobatics of a Fork-tailed Flycatcher. We donned waterproofs 

to approach the viewing platforms for the G del D and tried not to get too mesmerised by the power of the 

water as it all poured into one “hole” and resisted a fatalistic urge to dive into its’ depths. We returned to the 

railway and our minibus. On the way back to the lodge we were afforded good views of a Burrowing Owl beside 

the road.  Before our evening meal, Esme, Tim, Paula, Gillian and Hilary decided to have a short walk in the 

grounds and found it difficult to pick out birds flitting in the dark trees. We did however enjoy the Blue 

Morphos “puddling” in the mud and flying showing flashes of turquoise to lighten up the dark. 

Day 14 Friday 14th October 

We returned to Iguazu NP and had a walk using a different path. Great Dusky Swifts flew around us in good 

numbers and more views of the eye-catching Fork-tailed Flycatcher. After a slow start, more birds appeared but 

did not stay around for long: Masked Yellowthroat, Glittering-bellied Emerald hummingbird, Yellow-bellied 

Elaenia and Dark-billed Cuckoo.  A juvenile Rufescent Tiger Heron sat obligingly on the track looking like a new 

species until Martin put us right. Blond-crested Woodpecker showed itself well in the sunlight. Birdwatching was 

challenged further as the path moved from open habitat to dense forest: a Plain Antvireo was calling, so making 

it possible to locate, followed by Piratic Flycatcher and Green-headed Tanager.   

 

Next, we returned to the Iguazu Falls area, this time for the Lower Trail, which took us past the Falls with the 

river and Isla San Martin in front. Once more, waterproofs were required as the trail took us close to some 

subsidiary falls: Salto Chico, Salto Dos Hermanas and further round Salto Alvar Nunez and Salto Lanusse. Black 

Vultures wheeled above us.  There were not many birds to be seen but 12 swifts were clearly spotted clinging to 
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a vertical cliff face. Martin and Kike pointed out a beautiful Tropical Parula and there was a Collared Lizard on a 

rock. 

 

We returned to the Sheraton Hotel and admired the plush interior, finding our minibus waiting for us for us on 

the other side. We were taken to a viewing area where we could see the confluence of the Rivers Iguazu and 

Parana; the high point also allowed us to see Argentina, Paraguay and Brazil. The space set aside for viewing also 

featured some small fountains and is where there is a celebration of music and dancing at full moon. After lunch, 

we visited a garden with many hummingbird feeders and our guides helped us to identify six species. San Martin 

Resort was our last hotel and after settling in, some of us enjoyed the lovely gardens. There were many Plush-

crested Jays with the afternoon light shining on their blue-and-yellow plumage and the fabulous Surucua Trogon. 

The day ended with a pleasant buffet. 

Day 15 Saturday 15th October 

There was another night of thunderstorms which continued into the morning. The birding session was cancelled, 

and we took the minibus to see the Iguazu Falls from the Brazil side. At first, the panorama was obscured by the 

low cloud but it partially cleared before embarking on the 1200km trail. This cleverly engineered trail allowed us 

to look up to a series of vertical falls immediately above us while we could also look below to see the water 

sliding down a rock face at our feet. Amidst the sound and sights of such volumes of water being experienced so 

close up (and being drenched), the swifts were flying around having fun in the spray. More than 20 were clinging 

to a nearby rock face. We took an elevator to the restaurant for lunch when the sun came out briefly, but further 

rain prevented bird watching on the way back to the hotel. A brief stop in the hotel grounds produced our final 

birds; Canary-winged Parakeet, Maroon-bellied Parrot, Scaly-headed Parrot and Swallow Tanager. There was 

time for a shower and final packing before we were off to the airport, where we said goodbye to Martin. Kike 

flew with us to Sao Paulo where we said goodbye and expressed our thanks for being such an excellent guide. 

The rest of us flew back to Heathrow and landed ahead of time. 

Day 16 Sunday 16th October 

Arrival back in the UK 

Receive our e-newsletter 

Join the Naturetrek e-mailing list and be the first to hear about new tours, additional departures and new dates, 

tour reports and special offers. Visit www.naturetrek.co.uk to sign up. 

Naturetrek Facebook 

We are delighted to launch the Naturetrek Facebook page so that participants of Naturetrek tours can remain in 

touch after the holiday and share photos, comments and future travel plans.  

Setting up a personal profile at  www.facebook.com is quick, free and easy. The Naturetrek Facebook page is 

now live; do please pay us a visit!  

http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Naturetrek-Wildlife-Holidays/9765181485

